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Director (and the Department?). They
would

be free from the threat of

A Call for

interference and obstruction by local

Whistle-Blowers

and regional managers or supervisors.

Effective

We view such a unit as essential to the

beginning an effort to compile files

accomplishment of our law
enforcement mission and equally
essential to the accomplishment of our

on

As many of you know, Lodge VicePresident, Greg Jackson, testified last

overall Service mission.

month before the Thomas Committee
about the state of the National Park

Service law

enforcement program

(the entire text was reprinted in last
month's edition of The Protection

The absence ofa credible
internal affairs capacity in
the NPS is a material

Ranger and is now on the Lodge web
site).

FOP member or not; protection
ranger or otherwise.

That

testimony

covered

a

variety of subjects near and dear to
the hearts of our membership, and by

all accounts was extremely well
received by the Committee.

weakness andfailure. This
weakness seriously
compromises our ability to
perform our mission....

immediately,

incidents

or

we

actions

are
that

demonstrate the need for a separate,

Washington-based, centrally managed
and supervised internal affairs
component of the NPS. We need your
help and the help of your colleagues
in every division to compile these
files, which we hope to be able to
present to our representatives in
Congress.
It is not our intent to "indict" or

embarrass anyone or any park or
region. Nor do we want to
independently investigate incidents

that are reported. It is, though, our
Among the topics discussed in Vice-

intent

President Jackson's testimony was

The

the critical need that exists within the

intemal affairs capacity within the
NPS could, in very short order, have
enormous positive impacts on virtually
every work unit and every division and
branch of the NPS, including resource
management, maintenance,

National

Park

establishment

Service

of an

for

the

independent

intemal affairs section, made up of
experienced

and

credible

investigators. Such

people

NPS

would

establishment

of

a

credible

to

document - and

then

demonstrate to Congress - that the
absence of a credible internal affairs

capacity in the NPS is a material
weakness and failure. This weakness

seriously compromises our ability to
perform our mission in a professional
manner, eroding the trust that the

know how the Park Service works

interpretation, administration, and law

Service should command from its

and would answer directly to the

enforcement. We also believe that such

employees and the public.

a capability is the only way to restore
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credibility to NPS management, and

We would like to hear from you if

reverse the long-established tradition

you have information (including
anecdotal), copies of reports, or other

of ignoring law and policy whenever it
serves the needs of supervisors,
superintendents, regional directors,

events within the NPS relating to any

and other managers.

of the following:

Toward that end, we need your help

and the help of every NPS employee:

documentation

about

incidents

or

